


John Brennan's Secret Trip to Moscow

By Daniel John Sobieski

The Russians say he did, and while some might say, well, these are the

same Russians who helped put together the Steele dossier filled with

"salacious and unverified" material, and may once again be playing with us,

there is evidence that Brennan, the man who voted for communist Gus Hall

for president, did make the trip in March 2016 for purposes unknown:

"It's no secret that Brennan was here," claimed Russian

Deputy Foreign Minister Oleg Syromolotov.  "But he didn't

visit the Foreign Ministry.  I know for sure that he met with

the Federal Security Service (the successor agency to the

Soviet KGB), and someone else."

No further remarks clarify what Brennan was allegedly doing

in Moscow or what he discussed with the FSB.  Syromolotov

insists it had nothing to do with Russia's withdrawal from

Syria.

Sputnik News, a Kremlin-controlled propaganda

outlet, quotes CIA Director of Public Affairs Dean Boyd as

affirming that Brennan did, in fact, discuss Syria during the

visit.  "Director Brennan," he allegedly said, "reiterated the

US government's consistent support for a genuine political

transition in Syria, and the need for [President Bashar]

Assad's departure in order to facilitate a transition that reflects

the will of the Syrian people."

https://www.americanthinker.com/author/daniel_john_sobieski/
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2016/03/29/russians-claim-cia-chief-john-brennan-made-secret-trip-to-moscow/
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/news/article/cia-director-brennan-made-secret-trip-to-moscow/563906.html
http://sputniknews.com/politics/20160328/1037100681/brennan-moscow-visit.html


The website GlobalSecurity.Org goes into somewhat more detail about

Brennan's Moscow trip without clearing up confusion about what the

purpose of the trip might have been:

News of the CIA chief's

visit to the Russian

capital was first made

public on Monday by a

Russian foreign ministry

spokesman and

subsequently confirmed

by the CIA.

"It's no secret that Brennan was here," the Interfax news

agency quoted foreign ministry spokesman Oleg Syromolotov

as telling journalists in Moscow.

He added that the visit was not linked to Moscow's decision to

start withdrawing military forces from Syria, which President

Vladimir Putin announced on March 14.

Dean Boyd, director of the CIA's Office of Public Affairs,

confirmed Monday that Brennan visited Moscow.

"Director Brennan traveled to Russia in early March to

emphasize with Russian officials the importance of Russia

https://www.globalsecurity.org/intell/library/news/2016/intell-160328-voa01.htm


and the Assad regime following through on their agreements

to implement the cessation of hostilities in Syria," said Boyd.

He added that Brennan "also reiterated the U.S. government's

consistent support for a genuine political transition in Syria,

and the need for Assad's departure in order to facilitate a

transition that reflects the will of the Syrian people."

Now, there are plenty of legitimate reasons for a CIA director to make a trip

to Moscow, but when a Russian deputy foreign minister says he didn't visit

the Foreign Ministry itself but did visit the KGB's successor, the Federal

Security Service (FSB), it raises some eyebrows.

Consider that John Brennan is a Trump-hating perjurer who lied to

Congress about secret surveillance.  He is the crown prince of a Deep State

fiefdom that has its own agenda.  The end justifies the means in their world,

and Brennan may have been up to his eyeballs in developing that "insurance

policy" against a Trump victory. 

Certainly, he ruthlessly defended his CIA turf.  The mind hearkens back to

the day when an op-ed in the Washington Post, that right-wing rag, called

for Brennan to be fired for conducting illegal surveillance of the Senate

Intelligence Committee and then lying about it:

Brennan was asked by NBC's Andrea Mitchell whether the

CIA had illegally accessed Senate Intelligence Committee

staffcomputers "to thwart an investigation by the committee

into" the agency's past interrogation techniques.  The

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/03/john_brennan__deep_state_political_hack.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-partisan/wp/2014/07/31/obama-should-fire-john-brennan/?utm_term=.22dc2f172313
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/feinstein-cia-searched-intelligence-committee-computers/2014/03/11/982cbc2c-a923-11e3-8599-ce7295b6851c_story.html


accusation had been made earlier that day by Sen. Dianne

Feinstein (D-Calif.), who said the CIA had "violated the

separation-of-powers principles embodied in the United States

Constitution." Brennan answered:

As far as the allegations of, you know, CIA hacking into, you

know, Senate computers, nothing could be further from the

truth.  I mean, we wouldn't do that.  I mean, that's – that's just

beyond the – you know, the scope of reason in terms of what

we would do. ...

And, you know, when the facts come out on this, I think a lot

of people who are claiming that there has been this

tremendous sort of spying and monitoring and hacking will be

proved wrong.

(You can see the video of Brennan's answer here.)

Now we know that the truth was far different.  The Post's

Greg Miller reports:

CIA Director John O. Brennan has apologized to leaders of

the Senate Intelligence Committee after an agency

investigation determined that its employees improperly

searched computers used by committee staff to review

classified files on interrogations of prisoners. ...

A statement released by the CIA on Tuesday acknowledged

that agency employees had searched areas of that computer

http://www.cfr.org/intelligence/cia-director-brennan-denies-hacking-allegations/p32563
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6apC6jN0TZo&t=16m38s
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-director-john-brennan-apologizes-for-search-of-senate-computers/2014/07/31/28004b18-18c6-11e4-9349-84d4a85be981_story.html


network that were supposed to be accessible only to

committee investigators.  Agency employees were attempting

to discover how congressional aides had obtained a secret

CIA internal report on the interrogation program.

Brennan once proudly admitted that he voted for Communist Party leader

Gus Hall and openly supports liars and perjurers like Andrew

McCabe, James Clapper, and James Comey.  The possibility that he went to

Moscow to personally obtain a copy of the dossier and similar material is

real.  As I wrote here recently, Brennan may have colluded with foreign

spies to help Hillary Clinton.

There is another scenario as plausible as the one asserting that Team Trump,

and perhaps President Trump himself, colluded with the Russians.  It is that

John Brennan himself colluded with the Russians to help Hillary win to

guarantee his continued tenure as CIA director.  It involves the

infamous anti-Trump dossier compiled by former British spy Christopher

Steele, used by Brenan and others as a pretext for a Trump investigation

bonanza.  As the American Spectator reported:

An article in the Guardian last week provides more

confirmation that John Brennan was the American progenitor

of political espionage aimed at defeating Donald Trump.  One

side did collude with foreign powers to tip the election –

Hillary's.

https://pjmedia.com/ronradosh/2016/09/21/cia-brennan-voted-for-communist/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/01/when_james_clapper_got_away_with_perjury.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/05/did_brennan_collude_with_foreign_spies_to_help_hillary.html
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/apr/25/christopher-steele-admits-dossier-charge-unverifie/
https://spectator.org/confirmed-john-brennan-colluded-with-foreign-spies-to-defeat-trump/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/apr/13/british-spies-first-to-spot-trump-team-links-russia


Seeking to retain his position as CIA director under Hillary,

Brennan teamed up with British spies and Estonian spies to

cripple Trump's candidacy.  He used their phony intelligence

as a pretext for a multi-agency investigation into Trump,

which led the FBI to probe a computer server connected to

Trump Tower and gave cover to Susan Rice, among other

Hillary supporters, to spy on Trump and his people[.] ...

The Guardian story is written in a style designed to flatter its

sources (they are cast as high-minded whistleblowers), but the

upshot of it is devastating for them, nonetheless, and explains

why all the criminal leaks against Trump first originated in the

British press.  According to the story, Brennan got his anti-

Trump tips primarily from British spies but also Estonian

spies and others.  The story confirms that the seed of the

espionage into Trump was planted by Estonia.  The BBC's

Paul Wood reported last year that the intelligence agency of

an unnamed Baltic State had tipped Brennan off in April 2016

to a conversation purporting to show that the Kremlin was

funneling cash into the Trump campaign.

Any other CIA director would have disregarded such a flaky

tip, recognizing that Estonia was eager to see Trump lose (its

officials had bought into Hillary's propaganda that Trump was

going to pull out of NATO and leave Baltic countries exposed

to Putin).  But Brennan opportunistically seized on it, as he



later that summer seized on the half-baked intelligence of

British spy agencies (also full of officials who wanted to see

Trump lose).

The Guardian says that British spy head Robert Hannigan

"passed material in summer 2016 to the CIA chief, John

Brennan."  To ensure that these flaky tips leaked out, Brennan

disseminated them on Capitol Hill.  In August and September

of 2016, he gave briefings to the "Gang of Eight" about them,

which then turned up on the front page of the New

York Times.

Could it be that Brennan himself is the leaker of classified information and

is up to his eyeballs in using foreign sources to gather dirt on President

Trump for the purpose of keeping him out of the White House?  Brennan's

briefing of Sen. Harry Reid, which included information from the Steele

dossier, certainly is a key indicator of his participation in the campaign to

keep or kick Donald Trump out of the White House:

According to "Russian Roulette," by Yahoo! News chief

investigative correspondent Michael Isikoff and David Corn,

the Washington bureau chief of the left-wing Mother

Jones magazine, Brennan contacted Reid on Aug. 25, 2016, to

brief him on the state of Russia's interference in the

presidential campaign.  Brennan briefed other members of the

http://dailycaller.com/2018/04/04/john-brennan-harry-reid-russia/


so-called Gang of Eight, but Reid is the only who took direct

action.

Two days after the briefing, Reid wrote a letter to then-FBI

Director James Comey asserting that "evidence of a direct

connection between the Russian government and Donald

Trump's presidential campaign continues to mount.

Reid's letter referred to some public reporting about Trump campaign

associates' links to the Kremlin, but he also included a reference

to information that may not have been made public at the time.  He cited

allegations that were included in the infamous Steele dossier about Carter

Page, an adviser to the Trump campaign at the time.

It would seem that the trip to Russia we should be investigating is not

Carter Page's, but rather John Brennan's.

Daniel John Sobieski is a freelance writer whose pieces have appeared in

Investor's Business Daily, Human Events, Reason Magazine, and the

Chicago Sun-Times among other publications.
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https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3035844/Reid-Letter-to-Comey.pdf
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https://twitter.com/gerfingerpoken2


Monday by a Russian foreign ministry spokesman and

subsequently confirmed by the CIA.

"It's no secret that Brennan was here," the Interfax news

agency quoted foreign ministry spokesman Oleg Syromolotov

as telling journalists in Moscow.

He added that the visit was not linked to Moscow's decision to

start withdrawing military forces from Syria, which President

Vladimir Putin announced on March 14.

Dean Boyd, director of the CIA's Office of Public Affairs,

confirmed Monday that Brennan visited Moscow.

"Director Brennan traveled to Russia in early March to

emphasize with Russian officials the importance of Russia

and the Assad regime following through on their agreements

to implement the cessation of hostilities in Syria," said Boyd.

He added that Brennan "also reiterated the U.S. government's

consistent support for a genuine political transition in Syria,

and the need for Assad's departure in order to facilitate a

transition that reflects the will of the Syrian people."

Now, there are plenty of legitimate reasons for a CIA director to make a trip

to Moscow, but when a Russian deputy foreign minister says he didn't visit

the Foreign Ministry itself but did visit the KGB's successor, the Federal

Security Service (FSB), it raises some eyebrows.



Consider that John Brennan is a Trump-hating perjurer who lied to

Congress about secret surveillance.  He is the crown prince of a Deep State

fiefdom that has its own agenda.  The end justifies the means in their world,

and Brennan may have been up to his eyeballs in developing that "insurance

policy" against a Trump victory. 

Certainly, he ruthlessly defended his CIA turf.  The mind hearkens back to

the day when an op-ed in the Washington Post, that right-wing rag, called

for Brennan to be fired for conducting illegal surveillance of the Senate

Intelligence Committee and then lying about it:

Brennan was asked by NBC's Andrea Mitchell whether the

CIA had illegally accessed Senate Intelligence Committee

staffcomputers "to thwart an investigation by the committee

into" the agency's past interrogation techniques.  The

accusation had been made earlier that day by Sen. Dianne

Feinstein (D-Calif.), who said the CIA had "violated the

separation-of-powers principles embodied in the United States

Constitution." Brennan answered:

As far as the allegations of, you know, CIA hacking into, you

know, Senate computers, nothing could be further from the

truth.  I mean, we wouldn't do that.  I mean, that's – that's just

beyond the – you know, the scope of reason in terms of what

we would do. ...

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/03/john_brennan__deep_state_political_hack.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-partisan/wp/2014/07/31/obama-should-fire-john-brennan/?utm_term=.22dc2f172313
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/feinstein-cia-searched-intelligence-committee-computers/2014/03/11/982cbc2c-a923-11e3-8599-ce7295b6851c_story.html
http://www.cfr.org/intelligence/cia-director-brennan-denies-hacking-allegations/p32563


And, you know, when the facts come out on this, I think a lot

of people who are claiming that there has been this

tremendous sort of spying and monitoring and hacking will be

proved wrong.

(You can see the video of Brennan's answer here.)

Now we know that the truth was far different.  The Post's

Greg Miller reports:

CIA Director John O. Brennan has apologized to leaders of

the Senate Intelligence Committee after an agency

investigation determined that its employees improperly

searched computers used by committee staff to review

classified files on interrogations of prisoners. ...

A statement released by the CIA on Tuesday acknowledged

that agency employees had searched areas of that computer

network that were supposed to be accessible only to

committee investigators.  Agency employees were attempting

to discover how congressional aides had obtained a secret

CIA internal report on the interrogation program.

Brennan once proudly admitted that he voted for Communist Party leader

Gus Hall and openly supports liars and perjurers like Andrew

McCabe, James Clapper, and James Comey.  The possibility that he went to

Moscow to personally obtain a copy of the dossier and similar material is

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6apC6jN0TZo&t=16m38s
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-director-john-brennan-apologizes-for-search-of-senate-computers/2014/07/31/28004b18-18c6-11e4-9349-84d4a85be981_story.html
https://pjmedia.com/ronradosh/2016/09/21/cia-brennan-voted-for-communist/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/01/when_james_clapper_got_away_with_perjury.html


real.  As I wrote here recently, Brennan may have colluded with foreign

spies to help Hillary Clinton.

There is another scenario as plausible as the one asserting that Team Trump,

and perhaps President Trump himself, colluded with the Russians.  It is that

John Brennan himself colluded with the Russians to help Hillary win to

guarantee his continued tenure as CIA director.  It involves the

infamous anti-Trump dossier compiled by former British spy Christopher

Steele, used by Brenan and others as a pretext for a Trump investigation

bonanza.  As the American Spectator reported:

An article in the Guardian last week provides more

confirmation that John Brennan was the American progenitor

of political espionage aimed at defeating Donald Trump.  One

side did collude with foreign powers to tip the election –

Hillary's.

Seeking to retain his position as CIA director under Hillary,

Brennan teamed up with British spies and Estonian spies to

cripple Trump's candidacy.  He used their phony intelligence

as a pretext for a multi-agency investigation into Trump,

which led the FBI to probe a computer server connected to

Trump Tower and gave cover to Susan Rice, among other

Hillary supporters, to spy on Trump and his people[.] ...

The Guardian story is written in a style designed to flatter its

sources (they are cast as high-minded whistleblowers), but the

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2017/05/did_brennan_collude_with_foreign_spies_to_help_hillary.html
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/apr/25/christopher-steele-admits-dossier-charge-unverifie/
https://spectator.org/confirmed-john-brennan-colluded-with-foreign-spies-to-defeat-trump/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/apr/13/british-spies-first-to-spot-trump-team-links-russia


upshot of it is devastating for them, nonetheless, and explains

why all the criminal leaks against Trump first originated in the

British press.  According to the story, Brennan got his anti-

Trump tips primarily from British spies but also Estonian

spies and others.  The story confirms that the seed of the

espionage into Trump was planted by Estonia.  The BBC's

Paul Wood reported last year that the intelligence agency of

an unnamed Baltic State had tipped Brennan off in April 2016

to a conversation purporting to show that the Kremlin was

funneling cash into the Trump campaign.

Any other CIA director would have disregarded such a flaky

tip, recognizing that Estonia was eager to see Trump lose (its

officials had bought into Hillary's propaganda that Trump was

going to pull out of NATO and leave Baltic countries exposed

to Putin).  But Brennan opportunistically seized on it, as he

later that summer seized on the half-baked intelligence of

British spy agencies (also full of officials who wanted to see

Trump lose).

The Guardian says that British spy head Robert Hannigan

"passed material in summer 2016 to the CIA chief, John

Brennan."  To ensure that these flaky tips leaked out, Brennan

disseminated them on Capitol Hill.  In August and September

of 2016, he gave briefings to the "Gang of Eight" about them,



which then turned up on the front page of the New

York Times.

Could it be that Brennan himself is the leaker of classified information and

is up to his eyeballs in using foreign sources to gather dirt on President

Trump for the purpose of keeping him out of the White House?  Brennan's

briefing of Sen. Harry Reid, which included information from the Steele

dossier, certainly is a key indicator of his participation in the campaign to

keep or kick Donald Trump out of the White House:

According to "Russian Roulette," by Yahoo! News chief

investigative correspondent Michael Isikoff and David Corn,

the Washington bureau chief of the left-wing Mother

Jones magazine, Brennan contacted Reid on Aug. 25, 2016, to

brief him on the state of Russia's interference in the

presidential campaign.  Brennan briefed other members of the

so-called Gang of Eight, but Reid is the only who took direct

action.

Two days after the briefing, Reid wrote a letter to then-FBI

Director James Comey asserting that "evidence of a direct

connection between the Russian government and Donald

Trump's presidential campaign continues to mount.

Reid's letter referred to some public reporting about Trump campaign

associates' links to the Kremlin, but he also included a reference

http://dailycaller.com/2018/04/04/john-brennan-harry-reid-russia/
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3035844/Reid-Letter-to-Comey.pdf


to information that may not have been made public at the time.  He cited

allegations that were included in the infamous Steele dossier about Carter

Page, an adviser to the Trump campaign at the time.

It would seem that the trip to Russia we should be investigating is not

Carter Page's, but rather John Brennan's.

Daniel John Sobieski is a freelance writer whose pieces have appeared in

Investor's Business Daily, Human Events, Reason Magazine, and the

Chicago Sun-Times among other publications.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/09/opinion/im-proud-we-published-the-trump-russia-dossier.html
https://twitter.com/gerfingerpoken2

